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Hello, and welcome to our brand new publication
AUSTIN DRUMMER MAGAZINE. I’ve been living in
Austin, Texas over half my life; it is a pretty unique
city in the central part of Texas. It’s had a thriving
live music scene as long as I’ve lived here and well
before I arrived (In case you live in a bubble).
I ran a wholesale company for about the first twenty
years and banged on my desk during the day. I taught
drumset at night until we closed the company. After
that, I began teaching full time.
A few years back I transcribed some Chris Layton tracks in an attempt to get a publishing
deal. After many hours of listening to Chris’s great grooves, I had a book. I brought it with
me to a drum teachers meeting with Dom Famularo presenting and as I was handing the book
to Dom, the president of PAS walked by and Dom handed the book to him. I thought “I had
“arrived”.as John Laporta one of my music teachers used to say. Well, not so much. There
were copywriter issues and little by little, my Chris Layton drum transcriptions ended up on
my bookshelf.
I wrote two more books (Exotic Coordination and Exotic Interdependence), both favorably
reviewed in Modern Drummer Magazine. I knew the books would be top sellers. Well that
didn’t happen. I wrote a third book called (Solo Drumset) it was favorably reviewed in Modern
Drummer. This time I sent some articles to the magazine. Three articles were approved and I
was promised by Bill Miller, the editor and chief of MD, that they would run the articles
soon” and I would be paid for my articles upon publication. Bill died and my articles died
with him.
So after many "whacks" at it I’ve decided to publish a magazine with writers from one side
of the country to the other: stories about local musicians and whatever the hell we can
find that may be of service and interest to all drummers everywhere.
I’m not using paper. I’m using more modern means of communication: “the internet”.
So it is with great pride and many "whacks" at it (pun intended) that I present the first
issue of AUSTIN DRUMMER MAGAZINE.
You’ll notice my friends and I have a similar look. My friend, guitar master Vinnie Malacarne,
saw a picture of myself with a hat on a while back and said, “I like the cap”.
I replied,” It beats the alternative.“
He then told me this,”“If it was me on the first lesson, I would take off the hat, point to
my head and I would say, “You see this. This. is how long it takes to get good.”
Please send us feedback: let us know if you love it, hate it or what you want to see in it.
I’m planning to charge advertisers, not readers. I plan to have gigs posted, bands wanting
drummers, drummers wanting bands. All will be free for readers. No charge. Nada.

The Story behind The Melodic Snare Drummer
by Nic Marcy and Ron Tierno

When he moved to New York in the mid-1970s, Ron Tierno was a young aspiring drummer with
very little money but lots of time to practice. He knew the concrete jungle of New York would eat
him alive if he wasn’t prepared when "the call" came. This was happening before cell phones,
music videos or the internet, so there weren’t as many distractions to keep him from practicing. At
that time there was a very narrow range of modern practice material for drummers. Because of this,
Ron started writing his own exercises to augment the many books he was working from.
In addition to practicing, Ron was listening to lots of music. Jazz Guitarist George Benson had a
huge hit album released in 1976 called Breezin’. One could call it adult/contemporary, jazz/pop or
write it off as mere elevator music.The tunes were wonderfully melodic and Benson’s phrasing
struck Ron with it’s copius amounts of rhythmic accuracy and percussiveness. Repeated listenings
had Ron singing the guitar solos. Soon he started writing out rhythms, adding rolls and grace
notes,gradually turning into a snare drum etude that flowed melodically along with the recording.
During a four year period (1976-80), Ron had written solos to accompany most of the tunes on the
album. His starting point was finding the right material to work with. After experimentation, Ron
found that using medium tempo jazz/rock tunes worked best. Straight eighth-note vocal rock songs
just weren’t interesting enough. Ron found that combining a strong back-beat and an R + B rhythm
section provided a great template to start with.
The many hundreds of hours Ron put into this became addictive. He used vinyl played on an old
standard turntable, dropping the needle for one to two measure intervals at a time. He outlined the
strongest elements and general rhythmic patterns.
On Solo #3, “So this is Love” the melody is very languid and relaxed, but the rhythm
section is rock solid.

On Solo #1 “Affirmation”, the first melodic guitar entrance is accompanied by a snare drum
rhythm that accompanies that melodic line, as well as the syncopation of the rhythm section.

In each solo, the intro, verse and chorus are followed by the instrumental solo sections.
This is where the rhythmic fun of Benson’s solos become apparent. And this is
where Ron applies the rudiments in unique combinations not found in marching
band parts. One of my favorites is a simple 5-stroke roll used in Solo #1 (m.118-119).
Note that it is placed over the barline. It’s unusual, but it suits the melodic phrasing
at that point.

Ron published these solos to offer fun musical ways to incorporate a drummer’s rudimental
background into other styles of music.
Check-out Ron’s youtube page for a video demonstration of the book:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMlPpRkA9Lo
https://www.facebook.com/Ron-Tiernos-The-Melodic-Snare-Drummer-841699745910093/?fref=ts

rontierno.com

This book addresses the common problem of proportionally
unequal abilities between a drummer's dominant and weaker
muscle sets in drumming technique. The strategic exercises are
designed to develop the under-used muscles to cultivate a more
balanced ability for controlled movement and a fluid and
consistent sound. Organized for gradual strengthening through
daily practice, the exercises can be used for both hands and feet.

Here is an observation of the relationship that many drummers experience between their stronger and their weaker side.

As you can see, this is about balance. Imagine how you would play if both your hands were equally as capable as your
stronger hand! Or both of your feet were equal!! You would be able to express whatever was in your head, freely releasing
ideas around the drum set with fluidity while staying totally relaxed.
The next adventure will be to check out our book The Weaker Side. It has fifty-two pages and you can play one page a
week. That makes one full year of working on the book. This is also thirty exercises for fifteen seconds to one-minute
each. The primary goal is to work on technique, but you could also use the book many different ways to develop other
skills as well. For example, use the bass drum and hi-hat pedals to play the written sticking while playing the jazz ride
pattern in the triplets section. We can easily say that The Weaker Side is a follow up to the George Lawrence Stone’s book,
Stick Control. It’s better to practice slowly at first and increase the tempo a little bit everyday. While playing the exercises,
keep in mind to always watch your technique in the mirror, use a metronome and a clock, and keep track of your progress
and your improvement. You may want to record yourself to analyze your work.
Work on these ideas and follow the book as planned...it is a one year exercise! This is the kind of dedication and focus that
will get you to a place you can only imagine. This is where the adventure gets exciting. The harder you work, the more
results you feel. Stay with it, follow a plan every day, every week, and the year will pass quickly. As you continue this
journey, notice how much better you get around the kit. Most of all… have fun!

F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n g o t o : w w w . w i z d o m - m e d i a . c o m a n d w w w . a l f r e d . c o m. A l s o c h e c k o u t
www.stephanechamberland.com and www.domfamularo.com

San Francisco
by JonnyKujawa
San Francisco, some would say, isn’t
particularly well known for music anymore, or
at least in comparison to LA, NYC, ATX,
Nashville, etc. When thinking about pursuing
a career in music or anything entertainment,
SF probably isn’t the first place that comes to
mind. Not to say that there isn’t a rich history
of music in SF, but I’ll touch more on that
topic in the future. I figured it would be more
appropriate to give a brief background of
myself, and explain why a recent Berklee
graduate would choose to live in the most
expensive city in the U.S., full of tech
companies and small start-ups.
To start, here’s a very brief timeline of my life: born and raised in Austin, started taking drum
lessons with Nic at age four, accepted into Berklee/moved to Boston, graduated in three years, two
years after that moved to San Francisco, then here we are four months later. Now that you know
where I’ve been, let’s talk about how music became a part of my life, and led me to where I am
today.
Growing up in Austin (even in the north suburbs) it was always easy to find live music. Even as
a kid, this had a large influence on me: going to smoke-filled bars (hey, it was the 90’s) and being
hypnotized by the bands and musicians on stage. It probably didn’t hurt that my dad was somewhat
of an amateur, “self-taught” musician, playing the piano, guitar, fiddle… you name it. When he
discovered me drumming on the dining room table as a three-year-old, he realized I could actually
keep a good beat and had a natural rhythm. That’s when we were lucky enough to find the flyer for
Nic’s Drum Studio, which then led me to Nic Marcy. From age four to eighteen, I took lessons with
Nic at least once a week. During that time, he was not only an incredible teacher, but also a friend,
father figure, booking agent, college/audition prep aid, and much more. He helped me tremendously
with everything drum and music-related, and paved the way for my entire music career, including my
acceptance into Berklee College of Music.

Berklee was always a goal of mine. Since Nic had first hand experience and recommended it to me as the best music
school, I knew that everything I did had to be for the ultimate goal of getting into Berklee. After already taking drum
lessons for nearly eight years, the middle school drum program seemed like a no-brainer, but then I found it to be a little
boring and redundant. Just when I almost gave up on the whole public school drumming thing, Nic convinced me to stick
with it and join the high school drum-line since that would look good for Berklee. Eventually, I became a leader in that
program and was the drum-captain for my last two years of high school. To my surprise, drum-line taught me more than I
expected- in music, discipline, teamwork, and leadership. The next step was Berklee, and having to move far away from
home to Boston.
After a bit of an initial culture (and weather) shock, Boston became a second home for me, as did Berklee. I literally
slept in the practice studios and pulled all-nighters creating music projects more times than I’d like to admit. At some
points, it was the toughest and most stressful time of my life, but I don’t regret anything. It was a very eye-opening
experience being at Berklee, and it broadened my horizons and ideas of music, art, and life. (Again, I’ll save more on
Berklee for another article.) If I could do it all over again, however, I would take my time and not cram everything into
only three years. Cheaper summer semesters and nicer weather kept me in Boston during the summers, and then before I
knew it I was finished and graduating. After came the crushing reality that many experience in post-grad life- having to
become a real adult and needing a lot of money to do it.
Unfortunately, the only way I could continue to live on my own was to get a full time job. I found a decent-enough
job at Berklee in the Admissions department, but after a while I realized the hard way that Boston just wasn’t the city for
me anymore. I now needed to find the quickest, high-paying, generic, corporate job that would allow me to eventually
transfer out of Boston. Enter into the mix some bands here and there, live shows, studio work, practicing, and new
relationships… I eventually made the move to SF with my girlfriend. Not exactly what I had in mind when I got accepted
into Berklee, or even following graduation, but the weather is always nice out here, and SF’s vibrant, artistic culture was
calling my name. This city mimics some of the “small-big city” qualities I loved in Boston, mixed with the weirdness and
artistic vibe from Austin. I’m really anxious to get into the music scene out here and see what I can do with my drumming.
If I left any questions unanswered, or if there is some confusion about my story, that’s a good thing. There’s always more
to talk about. San Francisco still has some stories to be told in the music world.

Pathways of Motion is based on four specific
grips that Steve has developed into his own
playing. This Book/DVD presents a wealth of
information that will help you be more creative
and execute your ideas on the drum set.
Steve demonstrates each of the four grips, first
on a snare drum followed by drum set

DRUMMER VATO
Ernie Durawa is an awesome force in Texas

music. He isn’t fenced in by boundaries when it comes to
styles. jazz, blues, country, Tejano, it doesn’t seem to
matter. He is giving 100% and all of that 100% has 100
miles of experience. A few years back I was called for a
freelance gig with some older fellows. I was informed they
would be playing dance music for older people. I went to
an earlier gig they were playing to check them out and
Ernie was playing drums. I listened and was transfixed by
Ernie's magnificent touch in this environment. Although
the music wasn’t Dixieland, I couldn’t help but reminisce
about watching the Preservation Hall band in New Orleans
and recalling how exquisite the drummers touch was.
Learning the perfect touch for the environment is not
something one learns in a few years or in a few decades, it
comes after many trials and errors. It's not something you
have, it’s isn’t anything you’re born with, it's something
you acquire. Getting it right is like gazing upon a great
artist’s painting, squinting your eyes a little and you’re in
this “extended great moment". Imagine having that
moment continuously and you can begin to grasp what
Ernies conveying when he plays the drums.
On Tuesday night. March the 15th, a great evening in
Austin Texas, I was fortunate enough to have had the
heart-warming pleasure of attending Ernie's residential
performance at The Strange Brew. A South Austin venue
that has no tables, just about 50 to 75 chairs pointing at the
stage to allow patrons to enjoy a mini-concert performance.
Murali Coryell was in town for SXSW, and some other
events in Austin and San Antonio. Ernie's usual suspects
were on stage also in support of the son of longtime jazz
great and Galveston-born jazz legend Larry Coryell.
Murali Coryell photo by Winkler Withaneye

Before Ernie, and Murali got up to play, a young rising star folksinger / guitar player Emma Moseley
took the stage. Sings like an angel and was accompanied by virtuoso fiddle man Eddie Dickerson. She
sang two lovely folk songs and then sat down on a chair and proceeded to play acoustic jazz on her
guitar that was even more lovely. I couldn't get over how refreshing the stylistic crossover was to enjoy.
I fully understand the one trick pony ignominious defeat of musicians compelled to present simplicity to
an audience who usually doesn't like music without lyrics. Watching this young girl step over the line
was captivating and it brought a huge smile to my face.
Ernie and Coryell came up next. They banged out a George Benson tune, but in a blues environment.
Coryell mentioned how great it was to play Austin and how wonderful the musicians are that he gets to
play. Ernie, Will Knaak and Chris Alcaraz attention to the little details in the music made a difference
between this and listening to bands that rarely practice. I suspect the addition of Coryell makes this a
band that can rarely practice, yet the whole thing sounds “tight” and organic. Ernie is a defacto
conductor always leading the way through breaks and the form of the tunes. Always laying it down as at
second nature with the usual suspects of the band. I especially enjoyed the small unison hits I noticed
that non-musicians in the audience may or may not be aware of, and probably took a lifetime time to
master. Coryell is a good vocalist and master guitar player. I was watching an evolution of learning from
his dad and the rock greats who hung around his dad and jammed together. He's morphed into a sort of
old school 70s frontman who had 40 years of music to learn from. It's just that and it's more than great.
Ernies' bluesman style shuffle is a powerhouse using a solid hit to the center of the drum on two and four
with a lighter pick-up note before the pulses on the snare. He uses a Charlie Watts technique on backbeat
music pulling his right hand up and out of the way to take the extra distance to the snare. Ernie created
enough tension in the solos to make my overbite hurt.
I sat with Ernie at Central Market in South Austin and the following is part of that interview...
When you first came to Austin who did you play with? Those were some rough days when I first got
here, the pay for my first gig was three dollars. Luckily, I had grown up with Doug Sahm in San Antonio
and he was was my next gig and the pay was better.
Your longest standing gig is with the Texas Tornados. Tell me a little about that experience? We
didn’t get going until 1989, Doug was the founder of the band. As drummers, we have an obligation to
try and please the leader of a band. In The Tornados , it was a lot like working with four leaders
simultaneously. Trying to please each of them individually and at the same time was my challenge every
day. Each of them, Flaco, Doug, Freddy and Augie had their own bands and were used to hearing certain
nuances in their own music. I was expected to learn it that way and catch all of it all the time. Dealing
with the drama was another challenge. On one occasion two leaders called a different song at the same
time, stood their ground and it went far enough as to proceed through some bars into the different tunes
at the same time and the outcome was eventually an embarrassing disaster.

Doug Sahm was an American musician from Texas. Born in San Antonio, Texas, Sahm is considered one of the most important figures
Tex-Mex music. He would later co-found the Texas Tornados.

Tell me about this last Vatos’ album you put out. Did you spend a lot of time practicing
as a band? Well not really we had done a few of the charts that Freddy Mendoza had written
on gigs and Pat Murray finished the material off with some good arrangements “Ted’s
Groove” is one in particular I like that Pat put together.
When did you start recording the album? Actually started it about a year and a half ago
and pieced it together a little at a time over a period of a year. Reading the charts and making
it feel organic was the hard part of making an album like this. I didn’t want the charts to
sound mechanical like I was reading every note and not making it feel right. You can
become so immersed in reading the charts that you lose the feel of what you're doing. So this
became my biggest challenge for this recording, to make the charts feel good. I think I
accomplished that on this recording more than ever before I managed to read it and make the
charts feel right.
Were there any tunes that were particularly difficult? Yes, “6th Street Messin’ around”
is a polyrhythmic feel that in practice, the bass and I were messing up on. Everyone looks at
you really ugly when you turn the beat around so working on that tune was especially
challenging.
A lot of guys from the next generation are good players and don’t read. What do you
think about that ? It’s surprising that guys are able to play in odd time and not read.
You taught at Brook Mays', after they closed did you stop teaching? I was approached
by another music store but they needed me there all the time and I couldn’t commit to that. I
like going out and touring a little when I can. I can’t be tied down like that and the students
want more time to practice.
You stay pretty busy. Give me a small rundown on that? I try not to play with
personalities that don’t get along, it tends to resonate in the music. I toured Europe last
November with Murali. I’ve got two residence gigs per week and I’m doing some recording.
I wish someone would write drum parts, it would be easier. I played with a big band at UT
for a while and my reading was staying sharp but most of the gigs I play aren’t reading, The
Vatos project was all reading so I took a lot of time with it to get the feel sounding natural.
Freddy Mendoza basically produced the album. I’m the executive producer and the guys all
contributed financially, it was a group effort . It’s getting good reviews. It was a labor of
love. We recorded it in a great new studio Mesa Recording in Del Valle. The owner of the
studio came to The Strange Brew and offered to record a tune for free, I said, “I don’t want
to carry everything out there for one tune talk to Murali.” He did and Murali talked me into
doing it. Next thing you know, we ended up cutting an album there.
Visiting with Ernie for me was like visiting with the President of drumming, Austin. He's been there, done that, still doing it and
he's as sharp as a pin ...

STUDIO DRUMMING CONCEPTS
What I’ve learned playing sessions in Los Angeles
by Jerry Kalaf
I was 13 years old, playing drums in bands and taking lessons the first time I heard the term “studio musician”. The term
seemed foreign to my understanding of what being a musician entailed. Little did I know playing the drums in the studios
of Los Angeles would define a large part of my life in music. A studio musician or session drummer is quite simply
someone who contributes to the recording of a piece of music. But possibly more than any other aspect of playing the
drums, session playing relies on unique and specific skills developed over time.
Good musicianship is common in all areas of music. What defines a session drummer is to a large extent, a highly focused
version of what we refer to when speaking of musicianship. Good musicianship involves being able to play our instrument
in time with a musical feeling and good intonation. A good musician should be able to read music and blend with other
musicians in an ensemble. These goals are the same for all musicians, weather we play the drums, the violin or the guitar.
I learned to strive for these elusive goals from a young age but never realized how important they would be as I made my
way through the studios of Los Angeles.
There are four concepts that I think are relevant to the art of session drumming in general; filtered through my unique
experience playing sessions in LA:

Dynamics: Playing drums in the studio requires a different kind of dynamic control than one might normally need in
live playing. A standard approach to good dynamic playing would be to play in such a way that you can hear all the
members of the ensemble. In the studio, the drummer must be aware of the way the microphones are hearing as well. To
develop this, practice before you get in the studio. Learn to play the hi hat and/or cymbals at a softer dynamic in
relationship to your kick and snare. The mics will pick up those high end transients and create potential problems down
the road in the mixing stage. Learn to play the hi hat as soft as possible without losing the intensity. Try playing your kick
softer without losing intensity as well. Having control over your bass drum can sometimes enable an engineer to isolate
the sound of the kick in a way that can again be useful in the mix. Not every situation will require having this kind of
dynamic control, but it may come up and a session drummer will be noticed for having those skills when needed.

Reading and Phrasing: Every drummer should concentrate on their reading. For a drummer, it is important to be
able to count bars, keep their place when reading a piece of music (often referred to as a drum chart), and set up the
written figures the ensemble has to play in such a way other musicians feel a sense of security. I found over a period of
time once those microphones go on, there is a lot more to it than that! A famous quote reads: “95% of what you see will
induce complete boredom, the other 5% - sheer terror!” Not only should a drummer be able to read whatever is put in front
of them, but they need to phrase what they see to absolutely match what they hear. Try this with a simple snare drum
etude: record yourself with a piece of music the etude can be played with. Listen back to see how many of the nuances
you are able to catch. After some practice, your recorded part will blend seamlessly with the music you are accompanying.

Time and Groove: I almost always record pop music
with a click (imagine practicing with a metronome). But
these days, when playing sessions, the degree of accuracy
needed has become extreme. There are so many parts to
be added later, a drummer needs to lock up with the click
in such a way that they can’t even hear it. This enables
parts that don’t even exist yet to be added down the road.
This is much harder than improving your timing by
playing with a metronome. One approache that has helped
me is playing 16th note grooves with the click on every
16th note in order to develop better control over the
subdivision of the beat. I’ve also enjoyed placing the
click on all the e’s or a’s instead of on “one”. This is a
great way to feel how connected to the click you are as
opposed to following it. Another idea: play pages 5,6 and
7 from the stick control book at 8th note equals 60.
Play full strokes and see how long you can go without hearing the click. You can do this with your feet as well. I can’t emphasize
enough how close one must play to the click these days. In the last few years, the accuracy quotient has gone through the roof and if
a session player gets this together, it will pay off in a big way. Now you say, “why has he not mentioned groove?” Because as much
as I would have disagreed a few years ago, in today’s professional recording world, groove is generated by placing the notes in the
same spot of the grid. Remember: many of the people you will be working for have already created a drum part that is metrically
perfect using software instruments. As a musician, I love recording jazz music because much of what I’ve been discussing here is
not relevant and I like the musical freedom playing Jazz affords me. However, that is a small part of what most of us will be
recording when it comes time to make a living with our drums.

Sound: In Los Angeles, as opposed to some other recording centers, we use our own kits and are responsible for their maintenance
and upkeep. Keep your gear in good shape, no squeaks in the hardware. Change your heads before every session and tune your
drums so they sound good to you when you sit behind the kit. When you get to the studio, introduce yourself to the engineers, set up
your drums and wait for them to ask you to play. A good engineer will come out of the control room and listen to your kit. If they
do not, ask them to do just that. If making that request feels awkward, wait until you hear a playback and then bring it up if it feels
like your sound is not being captured.
I hope some of these ideas will give you some insight into the world of session playing. Ultimately we find our own paths, these
ideas are subtle, personal and demanding and may not work for everyone. For me, they were learned by doing. I wish you all the
best in your pursuit of excellence.

Nic Marcy provides a complete method for building a jazz timekeeping vocabulary. Building on other classic jazz
methods, the book provides exercises based around common timekeeping approaches from simple to very advanced
(called "time lines"), and provides exercises to develop independence and comping facility with each approach. In
this way, the book covers topics such as jazz shuffle ideas, Elvin Jones and Tony Williams concepts, displacement,
polyrhythmic comping, comping in 3/4, three-and four-way interdependence exercises, metric modulation and
more. The included disc contains 21 MP3 tracks (including play-along songs) and 34 QuickTime videos totaling
over 20 minutes of running time.

Sound: In Los Angeles, as opposed to some other recording centers, we use our own kits and are
responsible for their maintenance and upkeep. Keep your gear in good shape, no squeaks in the hardware.
Change your heads before every session and tune your drums so they sound good to you when you sit
behind the kit. When you get to the studio, introduce yourself to the engineers, set up your drums and wait
for them to ask you to play. A good engineer will come out of the control room and listen to your kit. If they
do not, ask them to do just that. If making that request feels awkward, wait until you hear a playback and
then bring it up if it feels like your sound is not being captured.
I hope some of these ideas will give you some insight into the world of session playing. Ultimately we find
our own paths, these ideas are subtle, personal and demanding and may not work for everyone. For me, they
were learned by doing. I wish you all the best in your pursuit of excellence.

An example: https://youtu.be/Y_vXDr5TNzc

Jerry Kalaf
Jerry Kalaf, a Colburn School Of The Performing Arts faculty member, has been active in the Jazz community for many
years. His credits include performances and tours with Eddie Harris, Gary Burton, Gary Foster, Frank Strazzeri, Bill
Mays, Bill Perkins, Jimmy Cleveland, The Pointer Sisters, Gregory Hines and Major Holley.
Jerry has toured Europe, Asia, Russia, South America, Africa and the United States as musical director of the Jazz Tap
Ensemble with performances at the Playboy Jazz festival in Los Angeles, Salzburg Jazz festival in Salzburg Austria and in
New York, at Carnegie Hall, and the Apollo Theater.
Active in the recording studios of Los Angeles, Jerry has participated as both a performer and composer in scoring
sessions for hundreds of film and television shows.
A recipient of a "Meet The Composer/California" grant funded by the National Endowment For The Arts and the
California Arts Council, Jerry's recording "Just Like Old Times" is a collaboration with arranger Doug Walter and features
eight of Jerry's compositions for string orchestra and piano trio. The arrangements challenge and inspire the soloists and
show the two sides of Jazz Composition; the interpretation of the written note and the improvising musician's response to
it.
Jerry’s most recent recording, “Welcome to Earth” features eight new compositions for Trio and Sextet.

5.0 out of 5 stars

Great book for drummers!!
By Chris Adams on March 2, 2015
I'm thrilled to see this in print! As a player, I fell in love with these
play-alongs many years ago. As a teacher, my students will love
this musical approach to rhythm, reading, and rudiments! The
preliminary notes to each solo, provided by the author are concise,
yet well thought out. They provide helpful insights.
In addition to using the book alone to work on musical solos/etudes,
purchasing the original George Benson albums or tracks to play
along with, is the way to go. I love playing these solos on a Real
Feel or Vater practice pad, along with the George Benson
tracks...wow! It feels so comfortable and totally adds that musical
approach to practicing.

The Pulse of Jazz
by nic marcy
Writing The Pulse of Jazz was a tribute to some of the great drum books of jazz music
while changing some of the constants. Instead of keeping the standard time-line going on
the ride cymbal, making it more generic, I advocate playing the bass-line on the ride or
emulating the melody. While in this approach, try comping some basic practice ideas that
are more linear than melodic, stating the melody on the ride and the comp, filling in the
holes. This concept creates more of a groove rather than time-keeping. Let's call it a more
rock’n roll approach. Combining these “adds” to what has been “business as usual” brings
the music a little further out of the box.
Modern players like Keith Carlock have what is commonly referred to as “short-list chops”
a drummer that can play jazz well and play rock well. It’s a short list because not many can
do it. I started out playing jazz and ended up playing rock to make a living. I later became
a notable rock player in my circle of upstate New York musicians. More recently, I’ve been
tagged as a fusion drummer but I like to think of it as jazz that has no boundaries. At the
very least, I never thought it was supposed to have boundaries. I’m sad that great
expression in music can get pigeon holed. It’s “boring music” to those who can’t play and
those who can’t listen. I had a strange conversation not long ago with another drummer. He
talked about how he liked simple drumming and I do as well, when the music asks for it.
So keeping this in mind, the jazz environment is the commercial drummer’s; “highway to
hell”. What a great road.
Sadly, there are great innovators like Ari Hoenig that have a tiny following that ought to
be commanding huge crowds of the elite. But, The dumbing down of America hasn't been
restricted to one dull audience. I’m afraid its spread to an appreciation of everything.
The Pulse of Jazz drum book is about that, because it takes you to jazz music in a way that
steps over some lines and steps on some feet. And because of its linear nature, comes
together pretty fast (or at least in less time than say, thirty years). It’s covering a lot of
ground in a short segment of time. It also teaches the student how and what it takes to play
jazz music on the drumset.
Small practice cells throughout the book should be looped over and over until the ideas
become jazz music. The touch and the feel of each exercise is learned by spending hours
dedicated to thinking in jazz music, then adding those jazz concepts to what you already
have mastered and finally adding those new ingredients to different types of music. The
fusion of ideas will further hone your musicianship and eventually bring these new
concepts to whatever music you like to play.

The Pulse of Jazz

When looking at an exercise with lots of layers, the first step might be to
shorten the phrase and create a linear path through that maze. The upside to
the linear path is that it will be easier to read, digest and coordinate. A
downside in linear practice is that your muscle memory has a harder time
grasping it. However, by breaking it down to this simpler path, you move
forward in less time, your muscles pick up the motion faster because it’s less
complicated.
By changing a single note in the path, your first reaction might be,“Why is
this so hard?”stay with it. It will start to come together soon and using this
method will result in an intoxicating groove. My contention for those who do
not groove and the “I can’t learn to groove” myth is, in fact, a problem with
having enough patience to get it right.
If you play a one measure phrase over and over, for a three-minute tune at
about 118BPM you will have played the phrase about 140 times (don’t hold
my feet to the fire on the math). The fact is, when practicing, we rarely
practice a one measure phrase 140 times correctly. When we decide we have
it right we move on in some cases, only playing the phrase correctly several
times. Next practice you return to the phrase and reality strikes; you don’t
have it, at all.
organizing a workbox:
If your goal is to play this ...
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For more information go to: www.wizdom-media.com and www.alfred.com.
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New Orleans

by Scott Graves

A sense of community is an essential ingredient in a vibrant music scene, and you’d be tasked with quite a
challenge to find a city more in tune with that mantra than New Orleans. The city breathes music, cherishes
it, venerates it – no matter where you go, there’s a tune blasting out of a window somewhere. Like a big
bowl of hot and spicy gumbo, the musicians have all thrown themselves into a pot of staggering diversity,
and when their powers combine, the result is an experience to be found nowhere else.
All throughout my musical childhood, I constantly heard older musicians talk about the importance of
shaking hands and making friends – “the hustle” if you will. The more connections you can call on, the
more opportunities you will have to get out and play. I adopted this practice sparingly in high school and
heavily when I got to college, and upon my arrival in New Orleans, it became as much a focal point of my
career as my time in the shed.
I quickly began to feel like there wasn’t an excuse for a night off if you’re trying to hang in New
Orleans. There’s something to see every night of the week, from rowdy jam sessions to smaller jazz gigs
(both of which are ample opportunities to sit in and make friends) and everything in between. If you’re not
gigging one night, you can still find your way onto a stage.

I consistently found a pervasive welcoming
feeling among the musicians I met. They greeted
me with smiles, talked about good ways to spend
my time in the scene, told me who to go check out
and when, and all sorts of other vital information.
It wasn’t long before I had a running list of new
friends that I could catch all over the city, all week
long. From prolific, established bands to guys with
several weekly gigs they’d been doing for years, I
just kept my eyes and ears open and left my ego at
the door, only ever wanting to learn.

As is the case with anything you spend lots of time doing, at some point you will begin to doubt the whole operation. At points in my
first year in the city, I felt bogged down and disillusioned by the path I had chosen. At a pivotal moment in the thick of these emotions, I had a
profound and simple statement nonchalantly said to me at a gig, “It’s just music, man.” I got chills on my spine as I realized that New Orleans
musicians aren’t into alienating newcomers or trying to establish themselves as some sort of top dog – they just want to shed and drink and
hang out! I had spent so much time worrying about what these guys thought of me, that I had lost sight of why I was hustling in the scene at all
– because it’s fun! It’s obviously a lot more fun if you’ve put in a good amount of time and can sound good, but the whole point is to just get
out there and have a good time. Laissez les bon temp rouler (Let the good times roll).
After a roller coaster of a year in New Orleans, we’re all ready for more. I found myself humbled, inspired, and amazed by the
astounding talent that permeates the musical environment of the city, and I am honored to be a musician here. We’re all in this together, and the
harder we push, the more we learn, and the deeper we dig into what it means to be a musician in this legendary city, the stronger the community
becomes. An easy smile and some healthy confidence will do you a lot of good. After all, it’s just music.

TRAVELING
THE PATHWAYS OF MOTION
By Joe Bergamini

Working as the Senior Drum Editor for Hudson Music has not only been an
enjoyable, challenging and rewarding job, but it has allowed me to meet and
work with some of my drumming heroes. On top of that list is Steve Smith,
a drummer who I admired as a true master from my days as an aspiring
young drummer. Now, having gotten to know him and having worked with
him, my admiration for him is even greater. Any fan of Steve knows that he
is not only one of the world's greatest drummers, he is an eternal student of
the instrument. The opportunity to work with him on some of his
educational products has been an enlightening and inspiring opportunity on
many levels. When I first joined Hudson Music, I worked with Steve on his
previous project, Drum Legacy, a wonderful 2-DVD/1-CD set wherein Steve
analyzed several of his historical influences, demonstrating how those
influences present themselves in his current playing (which at the time was
based around a performance at the Modern Drummer Festival). That project,
along with his classic Drum Set Technique/History of the U.S. Beat DVD
present a nearly complete curriculum for learning the instrument for
intermediate to advanced players. His current project, Pathways of Motion,
creates a trilogy of incredible educational pieces that I think any serious
student of the Internet will want to check out.

Pathways of Motion is a book/DVD package that is essentially based around Steve's current use and analysis of match
gripped. There are also six packs for the Drum Guru app that feature the same material, for those who prefer the app
format and want to use the interactive practice mode that Drum Guru provides. A long-time traditional grip player, Steve
recently began using matched grip much more frequently, and began to analyze the details of the grip. As he did so, he
discovered (both from his own playing any analysis of his influences), that there are essentially four variations of
matched grip that he uses. Pathways of Motion teaches the four variations of matched grip, and then proceeds to apply
them to the drum set with various musical phrases and concepts that are based around the use of rudiments. What results
is not only a wonderful way to improve your technique, but a fun and challenging system for developing your hands to
execute musical, rudimental phrases much more freely around the drum set in an improvisational way.
The first part of the book takes all four grips and teaches them individually with clear video demonstrations of the
motions and strokes that comprise each grip. As a very basic overview, Grip 1 is the classic German grip, Grip 2 is a
more open version of German grip, Grip 3 is the French grip, and Grip 4 is a grip in which the fulcrum is moved to the
last two fingers and the arms are incorporated for a bigger sound. Grip 4 was used frequently by the great Tony Williams,
and Steve discusses this in the book. Although other books and DVDs have addressed the issue of hand technique, Steve
covers these versions of matched grip in much greater detail than I have seen before, with his own unique and clear style
of explaining how he has applies them personally. For each grip, he provides exercises to allow you to understand the
motions of the hand and the sticks, which are crucial for you to actually incorporate the concepts into your own playing.
All of the phrases and exercises that he provides are incredibly musical and smooth, with a view towards a groove/flow
on the drums. There is nothing contained here that is simply an exercise; everything applies directly to making you sound
smoother on the drum set.

Once all of the four grips have been presented, Steve moves into two packs/chapters called “Developing Rebound and
Finesse.” Here, Steve reinforces that these techniques are designed for the drum set and are based around rebound and
relaxation. The included videos do a wonderful job of demonstrating Steve’s motions, giving you a model to work with
as you explore your own pathways of motion, gaining more relaxation in your technique. Starting with rebound strokes,
Steve then uses double strokes and paradiddles to create more material for finesse development, including

executing an accented upstroke, which is extremely musically useful and is often a place where tension
can enter your technique.
The final three chapters/packs in the book apply the grips in musical phrases that are focused around the
rudiments. Single, double, and triple paradiddles and all their variations, paradiddle-diddles, flam
rudiments, and hybrid rudiments are all presented both in snare drum exercises and applied around the
drum set, with plenty of improvised full drum set footage showing Steve applying the concepts. What is
great about this later material is that you can apply most of it with any technique that you are currently
comfortable with; although the package is designed to work together, it is not necessary for you to have
“mastered” all four of the grips in order for you to practice and benefit from the rudimental in musical
phrasing material. Steve gave me some handwritten versions of his double strokes split up between snare
drum/bass drum and paradiddle phrasing ideas during preproduction of this package and they are on my
music stand today. This material is fun!
As I mentioned earlier, this is a book/DVD package. The original conception of this material was to
release it only as Drum Guru packs, but as we developed the concept, we felt that it should be offered in
different formats so that drummers could use it in whichever way they enjoy best. The book not only
comes with the DVD containing every video lesson, but also a code so that you can download the footage
online to put it on your device if you so choose. Of course, Drum Guru is all self-contained with notation,
video, and practice mode. The book/DVD and Drum Guru contain exactly the same six packs of lessons,
so it's up to you which format you like best. I am always so proud of the quality of Hudson products, and
this one is no exception. We have an unbelievable team of guys that work behind the scenes and don’t get
enough credit, so I want to mention them here: Al Giordano, who runs the Hudson office and put together
all the video for the project; Mike Hoff, our technical guru who assembles and oversees the website and
Drum Guru technical side, as well as coordinating promotion; Rick Gratton, an incredible drummer
himself who does beautiful layout and design for all of our books; and Willie Rose, another fantastic
drummer who is our master transcriber. It's really a group effort with the whole team coordinating with
Rob Wallis and I. And I must say, Steve is a true Renaissance man and is very involved in every step of
the process. It's amazing to see someone who is such an amazing performer, but also takes interest and
care in all the other details of his products.
I'd encourage every serious student of the drums to travel these Pathways of Motion with Steve, I think
you'll find an incredible journey that will reward you with greater facility, more relaxed technique, a
mastery of the rudiments, and tons of exciting and relevant vocabulary that you can put to use on the
bandstand. Working on this project has been like taking private lessons with Steve, and I think anyone
who delves into this package will have the same experience. Now if you'll excuse me, I have some
practicing to do.

reviews
Steve Smith
Pathways of Motion
A new classic drum book... useful, inspiring, musical, challenging and fun!
By J. Bergamini
I had the opportunity to work through a lot of this material as Steve was putting it together, I can tell you that this will
challenge and inspire drummers of all styles. The hand technique information alone is worth the price of the product,
with explanations and demonstrations that are among the clearest I have ever seen on the topics of matched grip. Steve
clearly explains and teaches four distinct grips that he uses. But I also absolutely love the rudimental concepts. They are
amazingly fun and challenging practice and they give you almost unlimited ideas for vocabulary around the drum set.
Watching Steve explained the concepts and put to use on the set is really inspiring and exciting. I would highly
recommend all drummers who are serious about their craft check this package out. The book comes with a DVD and
you can also download video files to your device.

Amazing and unique educational resource!
by nic marcy
Steve Smith is not only one of the greatest drummers alive, he is a world-class educator as well, and this is probably the
most complete overview of match grip hand technique for the drum set that I have seen. The videos and notation are
ultra-clear, and Steve is so good at explaining the motions so that everything is understandable and usable.
The other thing about this book is that I love all of the cool rudimental patterns. He presents so many creative ways of
using paradiddles, double stroke variations, flam rudiments, and more. All of the ideas are really challenging in
musical. I can't wait to put them to work in the practice room and on the bandstand.

Ernie Durawa / Freddie Mendoza have performed arranged and composed a new Los Jazz
Vatos’ release "El Jefe”. This ensemble works together cohesively as it addresses straight
ahead jazz as well as Latin-jazz. Ernie's superior touch and feel set the recording apart from
many who try this mix of music.
Mendoza’s soloing on “Cantaloupe Island” is exceptional. Ernie’s shuffle on “6th Street
Messin’ round” and Shortell’s trumpet on “Jay Jay’s Blues” were earmarks' that couldn’t be
denied.
The band remains tight, fluid and precision throughout the recording.
If I had to guess, Ernie is “El Jefe” …
Ernie is available for lessons in north central Austin call 512-779-0384

NIC’S DRUM STUDIO
THE SERIOUS CHOICE FOR DRUM LESSONS
OVER 20 YEARS
IN THE AUSTIN TEXAS AREA ...
If you play drumset in a band and haven’t had much formal education
in music, you may want to hone your craft. Nic has been playing
drumset over 60 years, studied music at Berklee College of music in
Boston, authored five drumset books favorably reviewed in
Modern Drummer Magazine.
Whatever the issue, reading music, coordination problems,
timing issues, speed and endurance, Nic can help ...
email nicdrums@aol.com
call 512 255 1786 or 512 924 5218

